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During the recent sales kickoff

meetings around the United States,
Memorex president, Phil Dauber,
highlighted opportunities for the
company, its basic business strategy
and priorities for 1985. These are

some of his comments:

"We have an excellent business opportunity
at this time to take a long leap forward in the
plug-compatible storage and

communications equipment business. The
timing is excellent, since our only two
peripheral competitors—
CDC and STC—are not really a factor
anymore. We can effectively compete with
IBMto be the preferred alternative for a wide
range of peripherals used with large- and
medium-scale IBMand IBM-compatible
systems. The market wants an alternative
and we intend to provide the range and
performance in equipment that will earn us
the best of that business.

"We are pursuing a strategy of being
an increasingly profitable, across-the-

f

•

As part of the revision to improvequalityin the printed circuitboard area inSanta Clara,
a new central vacuum system was added to eliminate any contaminated air in the test
area. Congratulatingpart of the PCB improvement team (from left to right) Dan
Pomales, Beth Kirkendall and Bob King, are Bob Behlman, LDDDmanufacturing
manager and Jeff Bryant LDDD vice president and general manager.

Dauber speaks at kickoffs:

Greater opportunities in '85
board peripherals supplier to the
end user of computers. For the user of
IBM-compatible systems, we provide tape
drives, disk drives, related systems
components, printers and communications

products. We also supply tape drives and
disk drives to the end user of Burroughs
equipment.

"We have the management that
understands how to implement that business

strategy, and the manufacturing, marketing
and sales resources to make it successful.

That's what we are as a company and where
we're headed. Everything we do will head us
in that direction."

"I have four principal priorities for
1985, and it will take enthusiastic and

dedicated mutual support between each of

you and management to achieve these
priority objectives. Itake these as my
personal agenda items for 1985:
• Better profitability has to be at the top of

the list. This will take sustained focus on

reducing product cost, overall
Continued on page 8

Commitment to

customer is

key to sales
During the sales kickoff meetings early
this year, some of Memorex's top sales
representatives were congratulated for
bringing in large customer orders for
1985. THE MEMOREX PRESS recently

talked with a few of them about their

keys to success.

RANDALL PHILLIPS, NORTH
CAROLINA

"What I try to do with
a customer is present

a campaign to show

Memorex's ability in
support and to give
the customer a

comfort factor that we

are a stable, viable

alternative

to IBM.In this particular account, I also credit
the success to Doris Milcic. who made sure

the equipment was delivered on time. Once
we secured the order, she made sure it all

happened."

PAT JOHNSON, ATLANTA

"Since this account

was on shaky ground,
Ideveloped a
relationship to build
trust between the

data processing

manager and myself. I
also promised only
what I knew we could

deliver. The win was really a team effort.
Everyone performed with perfection from
systems engineers to product support in the
area to customer engineers. We did what we
said we would do."

Continued on page 8
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